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The book that inspired the major motion picture I Saw the Light.In his brief life, Hank Williams
created one of the defining bodies of American music. Songs such as "Your Cheatin' Heart,"
"Hey, Good Lookin'," and "Jambalaya" sold millions of records and became the model for
virtually all country music that followed. But by the time of his death at age twenty-nine, Williams
had drunk and drugged and philandered his way through two messy marriages and out of his
headline spot on the Grand Ole Opry. Even though he was country music's top seller, toward the
end he was so famously unreliable that he was lucky to get a booking in a beer hall.Colin
Escott's enthralling, definitive biograph -- now the basis of the major motion picture I Saw the
Light -- vividly details the singer's stunning rise and his spectacular decline, revealing much that
was previously unknown or hidden about the life of this country music legend.Originally
published as Hank William: The Biography.

"Fast and interesting reading. . . . An impressive book. . . . Probably the definitive word on Hank
Williams's life."―Boston Globe"Our best look yet into Hank Williams's pained, piercing eyes. . . .
Escott has peeled away the layers of legend."―Philadelphia Inquirer"Deftly written and
researched. . . . Colin Escott is Hank Williams's latest and best biographer."―NewsweekAbout
the AuthorColin Escott is an award-winning music historian and the author of four books, among
them Hank Williams: The Biography and Good Rockin' Tonight: Sun Records and the Birth of
Rock 'n' Roll. He lives in Nashville. 
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Hank Williams: The Biography Hank: The Short Life and Long Country Road of Hank Williams
An Outlaw and a Lady: A Memoir of Music, Life with Waylon, and the Faith that Brought Me
Home



Dennis W. Bailey, “A Well-researched Volume About a Music Legend. I am a life-long fan of
country music, born almost 27 years after the death of Hank, so all I’ve heard about Hank before
reading this book were basically unverified legends. First off, I could tell from the beginning that
the author made an honest attempt to uncover the truth about the life of Hank Williams. I can
only imagine the herculean task that this was, because, as is made clear in the book, Hank was
surrounded by so many people who made a life out of pushing forth their own agendas, and this
certainly influenced their version of events. I appreciate the fact that the author honestly presents
contradictory accounts rather than ignore them, but he also posits what he considers to be the
most likely scenario based on the body of evidence as presented.I give the book the highest
rating because I enjoyed it, but with two caveats. There are a few isolated instances where I think
more explanation would be warranted. These are minor issues such as where the author makes
reference to “Bocephus” but doesn’t clarify that this is a reference to Hank, Jr. (For a reader who
isn’t as familiar with Hank as an avid country music fan would be, this would be confusing and
would require the reader to research it further.)One other thing is that the book is entitled “I Saw
the Light,” which made me expect more information about Hank’s religious understanding and
influence, and although there was some mention of religion, there was no significant new
information brought forth about Hank’s inspiration to write gospel music, or any kind of a spiritual
struggle between his alcoholism and his faith.Despite these few minor drawbacks, I don’t think
that they are significant enough to lower my rating of the book, as I would definitely recommend
it to anyone. It gives great insight into Hank’s family life from a child up through adulthood, which
makes it easier to see how one like Hank could live the life that he did and die in the tragic way
that he did.”

gammyjill, “An excellent biography.... I bought this book after seeing the movie, "I Saw the Light",
with Tom Hiddleston as Hank Williams. (The movie has received mixed reviews, but I thought it
was quite good.) Colin Escott's biography of Williams - formerly titled "Hank Williams: The
Biography" - is one of the best biographies I've read. From the beginning of his life to the end,
Hiram "Hank" Williams was a walking country-western song. Beset by alcoholic and pill
addictions that may have stemmed from physical pains, Williams flashed onto the musical scene
before his life ended in the back seat of a car, while being driven to a concert in Canton, Ohio, a
mere 4 years after gaining prominence.Country music historian Colin Escott seems to
understand Hank Williams and his times and his songs and his influence on both those times
and those songs. Born in 1923 in a southern Alabama town to a family that seemed to have the
vicissitudes of life down pat. The father, Lon, was a drifter, and the mother, Lillie, saw musical
promise in her young son. He grew up in small towns, eventually ending up in Montgomery,
where he began working with other singers with a purpose of singing at the "Grand Ol' Opry". He
wrote songs - never as successful for other singers as they were for himself - and began a rise



through the Shreveport, LA radio barn shows. He married a firecracker - Audrey - who battled his
mother for managing Hank's career and their marriage was combustible from the start.
Depressing drinking and fighting and philandering on both sides of the marriage. Divorce...then
musical fame, beginning in 1949. But the good times - and the bad marriage - didn't last through
the haze of liquor and prescription pills. Another marriage followed and so did what seemed to
be an untimely death...but probably wasn't. The man was just "wore out" in both body and spirit
by his 29th year.Escott's biography is a straight forward one. He's kind and sympathetic to his
subject and understands America of the times (though he does refer to a politician as "standing"
for office, rather than "running" for office.) and how country music was never as "pure" after
Williams' death. Would Hank Williams be as much of a success today? Escott reminds the
reader of how "packaged", "molded" and "handled" today's music makers are. Williams doesn't
seem to have been the type that took to handling. He was his own man and his music proved his
individuality.”

Smokey Binion, Jr., “A really great book on Hank Williams.. I enjoyed the entire book. A well
written and well researched book on his life. Colin Escott did a really good job with this. 5 Star
Rating on this.  Smokey Binion, Jr.”

Geoff Coates, “A Good Read. Being an avid fan of Hank Williams - I found this book a
fascinating insight into the Man's early life with his family and building a career in music - all the
way to the Grand 'ol Opry. - a good read :-)”

cazzyb, “Gift. Bought as a gift”

Rocker Ray, “Great holiday book, no, great book. A fantastic insight into Hanks life, it
compliments the latest cd. I took this book on holiday with me and couldn't put it down, spent
most of the time lying on the sun bed reading it.”

Barry Lyons, “Great Bio. Ive read a few books on Hank and this one is the best.”

linda, “Full of facts.. Reading this book at the moment, very informative about Hank's life and
career.”

The book by Catherine E. Pawlick has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 191 people have provided
feedback.
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